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CHAPTER 7
TRIANGLE

Points to Remember :
1. Two figures are congruent, if they are of same shape and same size.
2. If two triangles ABC and XYZ are congruent under the correspondence A  X, B  Y and C  Z, then

symbolically, ABC XYZ
3. SAS Congruence Rule : If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are equal to two sides and

the included angle of the other triangle, then the two triangles are congruent.
4. ASA Congruence Rule : If two angles and the included side of one triangle are equal to two angles and

the side of the other triangle, then the two triangles are congruent.
5. AAS Congruence Rule : If two angles and one side of one triangle are equal to two angles and the

corresponding side of  the other triangle, then the two triangles are congruent.
6. RHS congruence Rule : If in two right triangles, hypotenuse and one side of a triangle are equal to the

hypotenuse and one side of other triangle, then the two triangles are congruent.
7. SSS Congruence rule : If three sides of one triangle are equal to the three sides of anoter triangle, then

the two triangles are congruent.
8. Angles opposite to equal sides of a triangle are equal.
9. Sides opposite to equal angles of a triangle are equal.

10. Each angle of an equilateral triangle is 60°.
11. Of all the line segments that can be drawn to a given line from a point not lying on it, the perpendicular

line segment is the shortest.
12. In a triangle, angle opposite to the longer side is greater.
13. In a triangle, side opposite the greater angle is longer.
14. Sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the third side.
15. Difference between any two sides of a triangle is less than its third side.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Example 1. In the given figure, AB = AC and ACD = 110°, find A.

110°

DC
B

A

Solution. Since     AB = AC B = C (angles opposite to equal sides are equal)
NowACB = 180° – 110° (  linear pair)
 ACB = 70°
 B = ACB = 70°
Now, A B + C = 180º (angle sum property of  a triangle)
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 A + 70° + 70° = 180°

 A = 180° – 140°   40A  Ans.

Example 2. In given figure, AB = CF, EF = BD and AFE = DBC. Prove that AFE CBD.
Solution. Given, AB = CF

Add BF both sides, we get
    AB + BF = CF + BF
     AF = CB
Now,  In AFE and CBD,
             AF = BC (proved above)

D

C
FB

E

A

AFE = CBD (given)
and      EF = BD (given)
So, by SAS congruence rule,
AFE CBD

Example 3. In quadrilateral ABCD, AC = AD and AB bisects A. (see figure). Show that ABC  ABD.
What can you say about BC and BD?               —NCERT

Solution. In ABC and ABD, we have             
        AC = AD (given)

CAB = BAD (  AB bisects A)
and,        AB = AB (common side)
   ABC  ABD (SAS congruence condition)
also,        BC = BD (cpct)

Example 4. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AD = BC and DAB = CBA (see figure).
Prove that :
(i) ABD   BAC
(ii) BD = AC
(iii) ABD = BAC                               —NCERT

Solution. In ABD and BAC, we have
       AD = BC (given)
DAB = CBA (given)
        AB = AB (common side)

   ABD  BAC, (SAS congruence condition)
which proves (i) part
         BD = AC
and        ABD = BAC, which proves (ii) and (iii) (cpct)

Example 5. If the bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle bisects the base, prove that the triangle is
isosceles.

Solution. Given ABC in which AD is the bisector of A which meets BC in D such that BD = DC.
To prove : AB = AC
Construction : Produce AD to E, such that AD = DE.
Join E to C
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Proof : In ABD and ECD
             BD = DC (given)
             AD = DE (by construction)
ADB = EDC (vertically opp. angles)

C

E

B

A

3

D

1 2

  ABD ECD (by SAS congruence condition)
     AB = EC and 1 = 3 (cpct)
also, 1 = 2 (AD is angle bisector)
 2 = 3
     EC = AC (sides opp. to equal angles)
     AB = AC (   EC = AB)
Hence, ABC is isosceles.

Example 6. In a right angled triangle, one acute angle is double the other. Prove that the hypotenuse is double
the smallest side.

Solution. Given PQR in which Q = 90°  and QRP = 2QPR
To prove : PR = 2QR
Construction : Produce RQ to S such that RQ = QS. Join P to S.
Proof : In PSQ and PQR

    PQ = PQ (common side)
        PQS = PQR (= 90° each)

    QS = QR (by construction)
  PSQ PQR (SAS congruence condition)
      PS = PR and SPQ = RPQ = xº (say) (cpct)
    SPR = 2x° = PRQ = PRS
Now, In  PSR, SPR = PRD = 2x°
 PS = SR PR = SR (   PS = PR)
 PR = 2QR (   SR = 2QR)
Hence proved.

Example 7. In the given figure, PQRS is a quadrilateral and T and U are respectively points on PS and RS such
that PQ = QR, PQT = RQU and TQS = UQS. Prove that QT = QU.

Solution. PQT = RQU (given) ....(1)
TQS = UQS (given) .....(2)
adding, (1) and (2) we getPQT + TQS = RQU + UQS
or  PQS = RQS
Now, In PQS and RQS
               PQ = RQ (given)
PQS = UQS (proved above)
               QS = QS (common side)
 PQS RQS (SAS congruence condition)
So, 1 = 2 (cpct)            

1
2

S

U
R

Q

P
TT

Again, In TQS and UQS
TQS = UQS (given)
1 = 2 (proved above)
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               QS = QS (common side)
   TQS UQS (ASA congruence condition)
Hence,   QT = QU (cpct)

Example 8. Line l is the bisector of an  A, and B is any point on . BP and BQ are perpendiculars from B to
the arms of A (see figure).                —NCERT

Show that :
(i) APB   AQB
(ii) BP = BQ or B is equidistant from the arms of A.

Solution. In APB and AQB, we have
APB = AQB (  each = 90°)
PAB = QAB (  AB bisects PAQ)

    AB = AB (  common side)
  APB   AQB, (AAS congruence condition)
which proves (i) part.
and,     BP = PQ (cpct)
which proves (ii) part.

Example 9. In the given figure, AC = AE, AB = AD and BAD = EAC. Show that BC = DE.         —NCERT

Solution. In ABC and ADE, we have
    AB = AD (given)

BAC = DAE
( BAD = EAC  BAD + DAC = EAC + DAC  BAC = DAE)

and,    AC = AE (given)
  ABC  ADE (SAS congruence condition)
        BC = DE (cpct)
Hence shown.

Example 10. In right triangle ABC, right angled at C, M is the mid-point of hypotenuse AB. C is joined to M and
produced to a point D such that DM = CM. Point D is joined to point B (see figure). Show that
(i) AMC   BMD
(ii) DBC is a right angle
(iii) DBC   ACB

(iv) .AB
2
1CM 

    —NCERT
Solution. (i) In AMC and BMD, we have

       AM = BM (  M is the mid-point of AB)
    AMC = BMD (Vertically opp. angles)

       CM = MD (given)
  AMC   BMD (SAS congruence condition)
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(ii) Now,   AMC   BMD
 BD = CA and BDM = ACM ...(1) (cpct)
Thus, transversal CD cuts CA and BD at C and D respectively such that the alternate angles
BDM and ACM are equal.   BD || CA.
 CBD + BCA = 180°

     (   consecutive interior angles on the same side of a transversal are supplementary).
 CBD + 90° = 180°
 CBD = 90°   or,  DBC = 90°
(iii) Now, in DBC and ACB, we have

      BD = CA (from (i))
DBC = ACB (   each = 90°)
            BC = BC (common side)

DBC  ACB (SAS congruence condition)
(iv)              CD = AB (cpct)

        AB
2
1CD

2
1



          AB.
2
1CM  Hence proved.

Example 11. In the given figure, AB = AC, DB = DC. Prove that ABD = ACD.
Solution. Join A to D

In ABD and ACD, we have
               AB = AC (given)
               BD = CD (given)
               AD = AD (common side)

C

D

A

B
    ABD ACD (SSS congruence condition)
So,   ABD = ACD (cpct)

Example 12. In ABC, D is the mid point of base BC. DC and DF are perpendiculars to AB and AC respectively,
such that DE = DF. Prove that B = C.

Solution. In BED and CFD, we have
               DE = DF (given)
               BD = DC (D is mid point of BC)
BED = CFD (= 90° each)
 BED CFD (RHS congruence condition)
So, B = C (cpct)

Example 13. In an isosceles triangle ABC, with AB = AC, the bisectors of B and C intersect each other at O.
Join A to O. Show that :                —NCERT
(i) OB = OC
(ii) AO bisects A.

Solution. (i) In ABC, we have AB = AC
 B = C  (  angles opposite to equal sides are equal)

           C
2
1B

2
1



OBC = OCB

(   OB and OC bisect B and C respectively.  )C
2
1OCBandB

2
1OBC 

             OB = OC  (  sides opposites to equal angles are equal).
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(ii) Now, In ABO and ACO, we have,
            AB = AC (given)

OBC = OCB (proved above)
            OB = OC (proved above)

   ABO  ACO (SAS congruence condition)
   BAO = CAO (cpct)
 AO bisects BAC.  Hence proved.

Example 14. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which altitudes BE and CF are drawn to sides AC and AB respec-
tively (see figure). Show that these altitudes are equal.                —NCERT

Solution. In ABC, AB = AC
 ACB = ABC
 ECB = FBC                
Now, In BEC and CFB, we have
BEC = CFB (each = 90°)
ECB = FBC (proved above)

               BC = BC (common side)
    BEF  CFB (AAS congruence condition)
               BE = CF (cpct)
Hence shown.

Example 15. ABC and DBC are two isosceles triangles on the same base BC (see figure). Show that ABD =
ACD.                —NCERT

Solution. In ABC, we have AB = AC
  ABC = ACB ...(1)

(   angles opposite to equal sides are equal)
Also, In BCD, we have BD = CD
 DBC = DCB ...(2)      

   (   same reason as above)
Adding (1) and (2), we get,
ABC + DBC = ACB + DCB
 ABD = ACD. Hence shown.

Example 16. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB = AC. Side BA is produced to D such that AD = AB (see
figure). Show that BCD is a right angle.                —NCERT

Solution. In ABC, we have AB = AC
 ACB = ABC ...(1)

(   angles opp. to equal sides are equal).
Now, AB = AD (given)
     AD = AC (   AB = AC).
Thus, In ADC, we have AD = AC        
 ACD = ADC ...(2)
Adding (1) and (2), we get

ACB + ACD = ABC + ADC
 BCD = ABC + BDC (  ADC = BDC)
BCD + BCD = ABC + BDC + BCD

(  adding BCD both sides)
2BCD = 180° (   angle sum property)
BCD = 90°
Hence, BCD is a right angle.
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Example 17. ABC and DBC are two isosceles triangles on the same base BC and vertices A and D are on the
same side of BC. (see figure). If AD is extended to intersect BC at P, show that :            —NCERT
   (i) ABD  ACD
 (ii) ABP  ACP
(iii) AP bisects A as well as D.
 (iv) AP is the perpendicular bisector of BC.                

Solution. (i) In ABD and DBC, we have
    AB = AC (given)
    BD = DC (given)
    AD = AD (common side)

  ABD  DBC (SSS congruence condition)
(ii) In ABP and ACP, we have

    AB = AC (given)
      BAP = CAP

(   ABD  ACD  BAD = DAC  BAP = PAC)
             AP = AP (common side)
   ABP   ACP (SAS congruence condition)
(iii) Since ABD  ACD    BAD = DAC
  AD bisects A   AP bisects A ...(1)
In BDP and CDP, we have

     BD = CD (given)
     BP = PC ( ABP  ACP  BP = PC)
     DP = DP (Common side)

   BDP   CDP (SSS congruence condition)
   BDP = PDC
 DP bisects D  AP bisects D ...(2)
from (1) and (2), we get
AP bisects A as well as D.
(iv) Since AP stands on BC.
     APB + APC = 180° (  linear pair)
But, APB = APC

   APB = APC 


 90
2

180

Also,    BP = PC (proved above)
   AP is perpendicular bisector of BC.

Example 18. Two sides AB and BC and median AM of one triangle ABC are respectively equal to sides PQ and
QR and median PN of PQR (see figure). Show that :                —NCERT
 (i) ABM   PQN
(ii) ABC   PQR
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Solution. Since,   BC = QR

 QNBMQR
2
1BC

2
1

 ...(1)

Now, In ABM and PQN, we have
     AB = PQ (given)
    BM = QN (from (1))
    AM = PN (given)

  ABM  PQN, (SSS congruence condition)
which proves (i) part.
      B = Q (cpct) ...(2)
Now, In ABC and PQR, we have

     AB = PQ (given)
             B = Q (from (2))

     BC = QR (given)
   ABC  PQR (SAS congruence condition)
which proves (ii) part.

Example 19. BE and CF are two equal altitudes of a triangle ABC. Using RHS congruence rule, prove that the
triangle ABC is isosceles.                —NCERT

Solution. In BCF and CBE, we have
BFC = CEB (   each = 90°)
    hyp. BC = hyp. BC (common side)

     FC = EB
   BCF  CBE (  RHS congruence condition)    
  FBC = ECB (cpct)
Now, In ABC

ABC = ACB ( FBC = ECB)
 AB = AC
ABC is an isosceles triangle.

Example 20. In the given figure, the line segment joining the mid points M and N of opposite sides AB and DC
of quadrilateral ABCD is perpendicular to both these sides. Prove that the other two sides of
quadrilateral are equal.

Solution. Join M to D and M to C.
In MND and MNC

       DN = CN (given)
MND = MNC (each = 90°)
      MN = MN (common side)

 MND MNC (RHS congruence condition)
       DM = CM and DMN = CMN ....(1)
Now, AMN = BMN (= 90° each) ....(2)
Subtracting (1) from (2), we get

AMN – DMN = BMN  – CMN

M BA

CN
D

 AMD = BMC
Now, In AMD and BMC, we have

      AM = BM (given)
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      MD = MC (proved above)
AMD = BMC (proved above)

      AMD BMC (SAS congruence condition)
So,        AD = BC (c.p.c.t.)
i.e. other two sides of the quadrilateral are equal.

Example 21. In figure, B < A and C < D. Show that AD < BC.                —NCERT

Solution. Since, B < A and C < D
   AO < BO and OD < OC (  side opp. to greater angle is larger)
Adding these results, we get

AO + OD < BO + OC
 AD < BC.  Hence shown.

Example 22. AB and CD are respectively the smallest and longest sides of a quadrilateral ABCD (see figure).
Show that A > C and B  > D.                —NCERT

Solution. Join A to C and B to D.
Since, AB is the smallest side of quadrilateral ABCD.
   In ABC, we have BC > AB
    8 > 3 ...(1)

(  angle opp. to longer side is greater).
Since, CD is the longest side of quadrilateral ABCD,
  In ACD, we have CD > AD
 7 > 4 ...(2)

(  angle opp. to longer side is greater).
Adding (1) and (2), 8 + 7 > 3 + 4
 A > C
Again, In ABD, we have

AD > AB (  AB is the shortest side)
 1 > 6 ...(3)
In BCD, we have

CD > BC (  CD is the longest side)
 2 > 5 ...(4)
Adding (3) and (4), we get

1 + 2 > 5 + 6
 B > D
Thus, A > C and B > D. Hence shown.

Example 23. In the given figure, PR > PQ and PS bisects QPR. Prove that PSR > PSQ.               —NCERTAMIT B
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Solution. In PQR, we have PR > PQ (given)
 PQR  > PRQ (   Angle opposite to larger side is greater)
 PQR + 1 > PRQ + 1 (adding 1 both sides)
 PQR + 1 > PRQ + 2 ...(1)

(   PS is the bisector of P   1 = 2)
Now, In PQS and PSR, we have
PQR + 1 + PSQ = 180° and PRQ + 2 + PSR = 180°
PQR + 1 = 180° – PSQ and PRQ + 2 = 180° – PSR
    180° – PSQ > 180° – PSR (Using (1))
 – PSQ > – PSR  PSQ < PSR   i.e.   PSR > PSQ.
Hence proved.

Example 24. In the given figure, ABC is a triangle and D is any point in its interior. Show that :
BD + DC < AB + AC

Solution. Extend BD to meet AC in E.
In ABE, AB + AE > BE

(   sum of any two sides is greater than the third side)
 AB + AE > BD + DE ....(1)
In CDE, DE + EC > DC ....(2)      

A

D E

CB
from (1) and (2), we get

AB + AE + DE + EC > BD + DE + DC
 AB + (AE + EC) > BD + DC
 AB + AC > BD + DC
 BD + DC > AB + AC
Hence shown.

Example 25. In the given figure PQRS is a qudrilateral in which diagonals PR and QS intersect in O. Show that
 (i) PQ + QR + RS + SP > PR + QS
(ii) PQ + QR + RS + SP < 2 (PR + QS)

Solution. In PSR, we have
PS + SR > PR ....(1)
(   sum of any two sides is greater than the third side)

In PQR, PQ + QR > PR ....(2)
adding (1) and (2), we get

PQ + QR + PS + SR > 2PR ....(3)          
O

RS

QP
In PSQ, PS + PQ > SQ ....(4)
In RSQ, RS + RQ > SQ ....(5)
adding (4) and (5), we get

PQ + RQ + RS + SP > 2SQ ....(6)
adding (3) and (6), we get

2 (PQ + QR + RS + SP) > 2 (PR + SQ)
 PQ + QR + RS + SP > PR + SQ ....(7)
which proves (i) part
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Again, In OPQ, OP + OQ > PQ ....(8)
In OQR, OR + OQ > RQ ....(9)
In OSR, OS + OR > SR ....(10)
In OPS,  OP + OS > PS ....(11)

adding (8), (9), (10), (11), we get
2 (OP + OQ + OR + OS) > PQ + QR + RS + SP

or 2 (PQ + QS) > PQ + QR + RS + SP
or PQ + QR + RS + SP < 2 (PR + QS)
which proves (ii) part.

PRACTICE EXERCISE
1. In PQR, P = 80° and PQ = PR. Find Q and R.       (Ans. 50°, 50°)
2. Prove that the measure of each angle of an equilateral triangle is 60°.
3. In ABC, BAC = 50° and AB = AC. If ACD = x°, find the value of x.       (Ans. x = 115°)

x°
DCB

A

50°

4. If the altitude from one vertex of a triangle bisects the opposite side, prove that the triangle is isosceles.
5. Prove that the perpendiculars drawn from the vertices of equal angles of an isosceles triangle to the

opposite sides are equal.
6. Prove that medians of an equilateral triangle are equal.

7. If S is the mid-point of the hypotenuse PR of a right-angled PQR. Prove that QS = 2
1

PR

8. In the given figure, it is given that AE = AD and CE = BD. Prove that ABE ACD.

C

A

B

E D

O

9. In the given figure, D and E are the points on the base BC of ABC such that BD = CE, AD = AE and
ADE = AED. Prove that ABE ACD.

C

A

B ED
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10. Equilateral triangles ABD and ACE are drawn on the sides of a ABC. Prove that CD = BE.
11. BD is the bisector of ABC. P is any point on BD. Prove that the perpendiculars drawn from P to AB and

BC are equal.
12. In the given figure, AD is the median and BE and CF are drawn perpendicular on AD and AD produced

from B and C respectively. Prove that BE = CF.

13. In an isosceles ABC, in which AB = AC, the bisector of B and C meet at I. Show that
(i) BI = CI (ii) AI is the bisector of A

14. If the altitudes AD, BE and CF of a ABC are equal, prove that ABC is equilateral.
15. Prove that diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other at right angle.
16. A point O is taken inside a rhombus ABCD such that its distances from the angular points A and C are

equal. Show that BO and DO are in one and the same straight line.
17. In the given figure, m || n and E is the mid-point of AB. Prove that E is also the mid-point of any line

segment CD having its end points at m and n respectively.

18. In the given figure, C is the mid-point of AB. If ACD = BCE and CBD = CAE, prove that DC = EC.
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19. In the given figure, EDC is an equilateral triangle and DABC is a square. Prove that :
(i) EA = EB (ii) EBC = 15°

E

CD

A B
20. In the given figure, CE  AB and DF  AB, and CE = DF. Prove that OC = OD.

A

C

E B
O

F

D
21. Prove that in a right triangle, the hypotenuse is the longest side.               —NCERT
22. In the given figure, D is a point on the side of ABC such that AD = AC. Prove that AB > AD.

A

D CB
23. Prove that the sum of three altitudes of a triangle is less than the sum of the three sides of a triangle.
24. AD is a median of ABC. Prove that AB + AC > 2AD.
25. In the given figure, D is a point on side AB of ABC and E is a point such that BD = DE. Prove that :

AC + BC > AE
A

E D

B C
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PRACTICE TEST
M.M : 30 Time : 1 hour
General Instructions :
Q. 1-4 carry 2 marks, Q. 5-8 carry 3 marks and Q. 9-10 carry 5 marks each.

1. Prove that the angles opposite to the equal sides of a triangle are equal.
2. In ABC, D is the mid-point of BC. If DL  AB and DM  AC such that DL = DM, prove that AB = AC.
3. In the given figure, CPD = BPD and AD is the bisector of BAC, prove that CAP BAP.

D
P

C

B

A

4. In the given figure, ABCD is a square. E and F are the mid-points of the sides AD and BC respectively.
Prove that BE = DF.

C

F

BA

E

D

5. In the given figure AB and CD are respectively the smallest and the longest sides of a quadrilateral
ABCD. Prove that A > C and B  > D.

6. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB = AC. Side BA is produced to D such that AD = AB. Show that
BCD = 90°

C

D

A

B
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7. Show that of all the line segments drawn from a given point not on it, the perpendicular line segment is
the shortest.

8. AD and BE are respectively altitudes of an isosceles triangle ABC with AC = BC. Prove that AE = BD.

9. ABC is a right angled triangle at C. M is the mid-point of AB. Prove that CM = 2
1

AB

10. Prove that “Two triangles are congruent if any two angles and the included side of one triangle is equal
to any two angles and the included side of the other triangle.”
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